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a b s t r a c t 

In this work, we discuss physical layer message manipulation attacks, in which an attacker changes 

physical-layer properties of an original wireless message. Instead of targeting the data content of the 

message, those attacks target message properties such as time-of-arrival, signal strength, angle-of-arrival, 

and others. As such attacks do not change the data content, they do not violate the message’s data in- 

tegrity. Instead, we introduce the notion of physical-layer message integrity (PMI), that describes the 

absence of manipulations for physical-layer message characteristics. 

Among the different physical-layer characteristics, we focus on delay attacks in which an attacker delays 

a message sent from victim A to a nearby victim B . Such attacks can be used on time-synchronization, 

distance measurement, and other time-sensitive measurements such as phasor measurements in power 

grids. In that context, we speak of message temporal integrity (MTI) as characteristic targeted by the 

attack. Informally, MTI is preserved if the message is neither advanced nor delayed in transmission. We 

discuss how to detect attacks on MTI, and propose a message temporal integrity protocol based on special 

message encoding, modulation, and detection. 

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Message integrity commonly refers to the integrity of the data

n a message exchanged between a source and a destination. Mes-

age integrity protection mechanisms such as message authentica-

ion codes [1] ensure that the receiver can detect if the message

ata was generated or manipulated by unauthorized parties. Mes-

age authentication codes leverage cryptographic primitives such

s cryptographic hash functions. While message integrity covers

he logical data content of messages, other manipulations during

he transmission of the message cannot be detected. For example,

elay [2] and delay attacks [3] can be mounted without changing

he data content of the target message. 

In this paper, we introduce the security notion of physical-layer

essage integrity that, unlike message integrity that is related to

he data layer, relates physical-layer properties of the message,

uch as perceived angle-of-arrival, signal strength, bit-error-rate,

pectrum, and time-of-arrival. Informally, we define physical-layer

ntegrity as a message property that is preserved if the message is

ot tampered with in transmission over the channel. 
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In particular, we concentrate on the aspect of message tempo-

al integrity, which is the fundamental property for time-of-arrival

ased secure ranging, secure localization, and time synchroniza-

ion. This property is different from freshness, which is concerned

ith messages not being replayed and re-used multiple times; in-

tead, temporal integrity is concerned with messages being neither

elayed nor advanced during their transmission. We show that

lthough message arrival time advancement attacks can be pre-

ented using conventional cryptographic techniques, e. g., by mak-

ng parts of messages unpredictable to the attacker, message delay

ttacks are difficult to prevent or detect (e.g., assuming the com-

on Dolev–Yao attacker model [4] ). We then show that attacks on

emporal integrity of messages can be detected, under a realistic

ttacker model. We propose a protocol that enables two mutually

rusted devices to verify if the messages they exchange were ad-

anced or delayed in transmission. We call that a message temporal

ntegrity (MTI) protocol. Our protocol leverages a combination by

ombining distance bounding [5–8] with on-off keying modulation

hat enables detection of delay attacks. Advancement attacks are

revented by enforcing message freshness. 

The detection of manipulation of a message’s physical-layer

haracteristics helps to solve open problems in wireless networks.

xamples include secure tight time synchronization, secure rang-

ng, and secure localization. For example, temporal integrity is

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.021
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.comnet.2016.06.021&domain=pdf
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(a) Normal trans-
mission

(b) Advancement
attack

(c) Delay attack

Fig. 1. (a) Transmission without an attacker. (b) The attacker sends r earlier to advanced the message. (c) The attacker jams r and re-sends it later to delay the message 

reception. 
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important if two communicating parties either wish to synchro-

nize their clocks or to measure their mutual distance securely. In

that case, it is critical that they can detect if the messages that

they exchange are delayed or advanced. As the detection of delay

attacks was not possible until now, current solutions provide only

secure loose time synchronization [9–11] and secure computation

of an upper bound on the distance between the devices by dis-

tance bounding protocols that enable trusted devices to obtain an

upper-bound on their mutual distance [5–8] . 

Physical-layer information is also commonly used in localization

schemes. Thus, physical-layer integrity is relevant for systems and

applications that rely on correct location information. Conventional

localization systems such as GPS or WLAN localization are often

susceptible to location spoofing attacks [12–15] , which demon-

strates the need for solutions that are able to validate the physical-

layer integrity of messages. Systems that can benefit from secure

localization include vehicular networks, phase-measurement units

in smart power grids, and networks of mobile robots [16–19] . 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we

state the problem that we address in this work. In Section 3 , we

present the general notion of physical-layer integrity. We then fo-

cus on temporal aspects in Section 4 and define the concept of

message temporal integrity. In Section 5 , we present a message

temporal integrity protocol and analyze its security in Section 6 .

Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Problem statement 

In this work, we consider the problem adversarial message ma-

nipulations on the wireless communication channel. Such manip-

ulations could target different aspects of physical-layer character-

istics of the message, such as perceived angle-of-arrival, signal

strength, bit-error-rate, spectrum, and time-of-arrival. Attacks can

also target several aspects at the same time, for example a delayed

replay from a different location. 

In particular, we concentrate on the aspect of time-of-arrival,

i.e. attacks on the temporal integrity, as shown in Fig. 1 . Attacks

on the temporal integrity either delay or advance a message. The

attacker can perform a message advancement attack by transmit-

ting a message ahead of time; that attack is only feasible if the

attacker knows or successfully guesses the message that is to be

sent. To perform a message delay attack, the attacker has to pre-

vent the reception of the original message and replay the message

with a delay. These attacks are easier if both victims are not actu-

ally in communication range – but the attacker is selectively for-

warding all messages [2] . In that case. the attacker does not need

to jam the original message. But even if both victims are in com-

munication range, the attack can succeed if the attacker is able to

control the channel, i.e., needs to be able to block (jam) messages

and insert new messages. 

Unlike message advancement attacks, which can be prevented

by simple cryptographic means, message delay attacks have so far

not been addressed. As part of our work, we propose a proto-
ol that enables the detection of such attacks for arbitrary mes-

ages (i.e., that preserves message temporal integrity). That prob-

em is relevant for the construction of time synchronization pro-

ocols (which require tight secure synchronization) and of secure

anging protocols, where two devices want to establish their mu-

ual distance securely. 

The problem of message temporal integrity can be related to

he problem of (secure) time synchronization, which has been

tudied in the context of wireless networks [9–11,20–24] . However,

t is different, in that secure time synchronization protocols do not

nable the detection of message delays on the channel, unless such

elays are unexpected given the communication technology. 

Related research has also been done in the context of protocols

hat upper bound the message round-trip time in ranging applica-

ions. Upper bounding of the round-trip time also gives an upper

ound on the distance between the nodes—that family of proto-

ols are known as distance bounding protocols [6,25–32] . However,

hese protocols allow two mutually devices only to verify an upper

ound between them, i. e., provide protection against signal for-

arding (e.g. Mafia Fraud [33] ). 

Distance enlargement attacks on distance measurement systems

ere discussed in [3] . The authors found that in the case of dis-

ance measurements based on IEEE 802.15.4a, enlargement attacks

re mitigated by the particular modulation scheme used. In partic-

lar, the attacker was not able to delay the fine timing acquisition

rocess reliably. The authors note that the overshadowing attack

oes in fact help with the detection of the presence of the mes-

age. In this work, we use a similar mitigation scheme. 

We note that we do not consider the data-layer confidentiality

f messages. If confidentiality needs to be preserved as well, we

uggest the use of established cryptographic measures such as AES.

ationale behind our solution. In our solution, we prevent message

dvancement attacks by making messages cryptographically unpre-

ictable for the attacker. In addition, we mitigate delay attacks

y preventing the attacker from manipulating and retransmitting

f messages. Our solution leverages physical neighborhood of the

ommunicating parties and a non-coherent energy-based modula-

ion scheme to enable the receiver to detect message manipulation

y the attacker (including jamming and overshadowing). Given our

odulation scheme, the detection of such manipulation attacks is

ossible since the attacker can only add energy to the channel

i. e., the attacker can only remove energy with negligible prob-

bility). 

. Message physical-layer integrity 

In this section, we define the concept of message physical-layer

ntegrity (PLI). We say that the physical-layer integrity of a mes-

age exchanged between two parties is preserved if the physical-

ayer characteristics of the message are not changed during its

ransmission over the communication channel. Such physical-layer

haracteristics can describe a range of features of the message, for
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ε

xample the perceived angle-of-arrival, signal strength, bit-error-

ate, spectrum, and time-of-arrival. As an example, an attack on

he angle-of-arrival characteristic changes the direction from that a

essage is arriving at the receiver. We discuss the time-of-arrival

ase in detail in Section 4 . 

.1. Definition 

efinition 1 (Physical-layer distortion) . Let C ′ be a physical-layer

haracteristic of a message m , as measured by the receiver. Let C be

he characteristic of m if the same message had propagated unin-

uenced by any attackers. The physical-layer distortion of m is then

efined as �m 

= | C ′ − C| for some metric | · |. 

Here, C can be a one-dimensional or multi-dimensional value.

his concept can also be applied to n physical-layer characteristics

t the same time – in that case C ′ , C and �m 

are n -dimensional

ectors. The metric | · | can be any suitable metric, e.g., Euclidean

istance. 

efinition 2 (Physical-layer message integrity) . The physical-layer

ntegrity of a message m is said to be preserved if and only if | �m 

|

ε, where ε is a small value that determines the precision. 

The use of an ε threshold allows us to adapt the definition of

ntegrity violation to different use cases. 

We note that, for some characteristics, physical-layer integrity

mplicitly includes logical-layer content of the message. Changing

he data content of a message will, for example, change its spec-

rum. Other characteristics such as time or angle-of-arrival are in-

ependent from the logical layer. 

While in this paper we discuss physical-layer integrity in the

ontext of wireless messages, properties such as time-of-arrival

nd spectrum of the message could also be considered in wired

ommunications. Because of the static channel conditions in wired

onnections, such manipulation attacks might be easier to detect

nd harder to mount. Other properties, such as angle-of-arrival, do

ot directly apply in the context of wired communications. 

.2. Examples 

elay attacks on NFC. In [34] , the authors demonstrate relay at-

acks on near-field-communication protocols. In the context of

hysical-layer integrity, the attack changes the message signal

trength, and thus the transmission range. Without the attack, the

eceived signal strength (i.e. signal-to-noise ratio) would not have

een sufficient for successful demodulation. The relay attack does

ot influence the data layer of the exchanged messages, but replays

and amplifies) the original signal. 

ttacks on channel-based key establishment. In [35] , the authors

emonstrate practical attacks that target a channel-based key es-

ablishment scheme. That key establishment scheme relies on

easurements of the received signal strength between two com-

unication partners. The authors show that they are able to insert

poofed messages with carefully crafted signal strength, that sabo-

age the key establishment with high probability. 

istance reduction attacks on UWB and CSS ranging systems. In [36] ,

he authors demonstrate how to reduce the measured distances in

ltra Wide Band systems by symbol manipulation attacks. In [37] ,

nother set of authors demonstrated distance reduction attacks on

hirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) Systems, relying on early detection

nd late commit attacks [25] . 
. Message temporal integrity 

We will now give a definition for a selected aspect of physical-

ayer integrity, the message’s time-of-arrival. We say that the tem-

oral integrity of a message exchanged between two parties is pre-

erved if the time-of-arrival characteristic of the message is not

hanged during its transmission over the communication channel.

e start by defining the temporal shift of a message: 

efinition 3 (Temporal Shift) . Let t ′ r be the reception time of a

essage m , as measured by the receiver. Let t r be the reception

ime of m if the same message had propagated uninfluenced by

ny attackers. The temporal shift of m is then defined as S m 

=
 

′ 
r − t r . 

efinition 4 (Temporal Integrity) . The temporal integrity of a mes-

age m is said to be preserved if and only if | S m 

| < ε, where ε is a

mall value that determines the precision. 

Definition 4 states that the message temporal integrity is pre-

erved only if the message propagated on the channel uninflu-

nced by an attacker (i. e., the attacker neither advanced nor de-

ayed the message beyond ε). Following Definition 4 , we further

efine two additional notions: upper-bound and lower-bound mes-

age temporal integrity. These notions are defined in the same

ay as message temporal integrity, except that the condition in

efinition 4 which states | S m 

| < ε is modified, in the case of

pper-bound message temporal integrity to S m 

> ε, and in the

ase of lower-bound temporal integrity to S m 

< ε. That simply

eans that the upper-bound message temporal integrity is pre-

erved if the message has not been advanced by the attacker

nd the lower-bound message temporal integrity is preserved if

he message has not been delayed. Examples of protocols that

chieve upper-bound temporal integrity are existing secure ranging

nd distance-bounding protocols [6,7,25–27,27–32] , in which un-

redictable content prevents the attacker from advancing the mes-

ages. However, in those protocols the attacker is able to delay the

essage after transmission. 

A temporal integrity protocol enables a device A to verify the

emporal integrity of a message m received from another device B .

hat can be achieved by protecting the message against message

dvancement and message delay. If both attacks are prevented, the

essage’s temporal integrity is preserved. 

The verification of message temporal integrity assumes that the

ommunicating devices are able to accurately measure propaga-

ion time. Because the propagation time is very short, usually on

he order of nanoseconds depending on the distance between the

evices, only devices designed for ranging and localization appli-

ations (e. g., devices that use Ultra-Wide-Band radios [27,29,38] )

re currently able to measure message (signal) arrival times with

ufficient precision. On a number of other platforms (e. g., those

ased on 802.11 standards), applications do not have access to pre-

ise signal acquisition/transmission times, and consequently can-

ot measure the message propagation time. Instead, these devices

ill only be able to measure the time interval that passed from

he moment the operating system handed the message over to the

ender’s radio, until the time at which the receiver’s radio passed

he message to the receiver’s operating system. We call that time

nterval the message transmission time and we denote it by t t (as

pposed to the message propagation time t p which is from antenna

o antenna). For 802.11 based platforms, t t is usually on the order

f microseconds. 

Given this, we refine our definition of message temporal in-

egrity and introduce the notions of loose, tight and exact mes-

age temporal integrity . We say that the message temporal integrity

from Definition 4 ) is loose if ε > t p , tight if ε ≤ t p and exact if

= 0 . 
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4.1. Preserving loose MTI 

Loose temporal integrity can be achieved by challenge-response

protocols, e. g., protocols proposed for secure time synchronization

[9–11] . 

To verify the loose temporal integrity of a message a pro-

tocol must prevent the two attacks mentioned above. The first

attack (message advancement) is prevented by making parts of

the exchanged messages unpredictable to the attacker. The mes-

sage delay attack is prevented (detected) by comparing the mea-

sured round-trip transmission time t ′ t with the expected round-trip

transmission time t t . That time can be roughly estimated given the

devices’ radios and is typically on the order of μs . This approach

will detect message delay attacks with S m 

> 1 μs . 

We assume that the parties share a secret key k which can be

used to compute message authentication code (MAC), which pre-

vents the attacker from creating legitimate messages. 

4.2. Preserving tight MTI 

We now show why the approach to verify loose temporal in-

tegrity cannot be used to verify the tight message temporal in-

tegrity if the expected message propagation time t p is unknown.

Unlike the message transmission time t t , the propagation time t p 
is much smaller and directly depends on the physical transmis-

sion path between sender and receiver. Therefore, t p cannot be es-

timated without knowing the distance between the nodes. Given

the difficulty of obtaining t p , the same approach as for loose mes-

sage integrity cannot be used directly to verify the tight temporal

integrity of a message. In the following, we will explore a protocol

which can be used to verify the tight temporal integrity for mes-

sages between parties that do not know their exact mutual dis-

tance. We will show that temporal integrity can be achieved for

some attacker models, e. g., if message deletion can be detected.

If the attacker is able to delete any message at will without being

detected (as in the standard Dolev–Yao model), attacks on tem-

poral integrity are hard to prevent. Nevertheless, in many settings

the attacker will not be able to prevent the reception of a message

without being detected. One example for such a setting is wireless

communication in a physical neighborhood, which we will focus

on in the remainder of this paper. 

5. The MTI protocol 

We now present a scheme to enable the verification of the tem-

poral integrity of a single message. We analyze its security in detail

in Section 6 . We only discuss the physical layer (the modulation

scheme), the message structure and data content in this work. 

5.1. System model 

The message temporal integrity (MTI) protocol is run between

two honest parties A and B who mutually trust each other. In our

protocol, A is expecting a message m from B and m ’s temporal in-

tegrity should be verified. We assume that A and B are not compro-

mised and correctly follow the protocol. We further assume that

the two parties know all the public protocol parameters and that

they share a secret key before the protocol begins. Finally, we as-

sume that A and B either know, or can verify, that they reside in

each others’ communication power range, i. e., if they can commu-

nicate directly . This requirement can be met in a number of sce-

narios, e. g. in static setups with known location, if the locations

of the communication partners can be determined via the users

or services such as GPS, or by running a distance bounding proto-

col. This will enable them to detect message deletion attempts, and

will be discussed later. A and B communicate using a scheme based
n On-Off-Keying modulation, which we will introduce in detail in

ection 5.4 . While we focus on a static setting in the rest of this

ork, the high propagation speed of wireless signals implies that

or speeds of typical ground-based vehicles, the location error due

o ToA changes will always be negligible if the overall protocol run

nly takes microseconds (e.g. as in [27] ). 

.2. Attacker model 

The goal of the attacker is to delay or advance the delivery of

he message m (contained in the response from B to A ). 

We assume that the attacker controls the wireless communi-

ation channel in the sense that he can eavesdrop messages and

odify transmitted messages by adding his own signals to the

hannel. However, the attacker is not able to (completely) remove

ll signals (i. e., energy) from the wireless channel (the attacker

annot disable the channel), e. g., by using a Faraday cage to block

he propagation of radio signals between A and B . The attacker

an jam the transmission and in that way prevent the reception

f the information contained in the original message, but the re-

eiver will still receive the energy contained in the original signal

superimposed by the attacker’s signal). This attacker is an adap-

ion of the Dolev–Yao attacker [4] and is realistic in a number of

ireless scenarios. 

We assume that the process of reacting to a signal on the chan-

el incurs a non-zero processing delay δ for the attacker, as the

ttacker must receive the signal and then transmit the reaction.

e will discuss implications of this in the security analysis in

ection 6 . The attacker does not possess the secret key shared be-

ween A and B . In addition, we assume that the attacker cannot

ransmit messages at a speed higher than the speed of light. 

.3. The MTI protocol 

A message temporal integrity (MTI) protocol will verify the

ight temporal integrity of a message m sent from B to A , even if m

s known to the attacker in advance. m is the only message whose

emporal integrity is protected. 

The MTI protocol is shown in Fig. 2 (a). The protocol is initiated

y A , who sends a request to B containing a nonce N A , and the

ender-ID of A , encrypted with a shared key k . When B receives the

equest, it sends back a reply r = m ‖ MAC k (m ‖ N A ‖ B ) , which con-

ains the message m and a message authentication code (MAC) of

, N A , and B (constructed using k ). The reply uses a special mod-

lated scheme using on-off keying on the physical layer, which is

escribed in detail in Section 5.4 . 

Immediately after sending the request message, A listens on the

hannel for the reply ( Fig. 2 (b)). To detect the reply, A continuously

onitors the receiving channel to detect any pulses of the reply.

f the first detected pulses start a well formed message r ′ , A will

xtract m 

′ and the MAC, and verify that the MAC is valid for m 

′ and

 A . If the MAC is valid, A concludes that the temporal integrity of

he message m 

′ contained in r ′ is preserved. We explain why this

est suffices in Sections 5.4 and 6 . 

If the first pulses detected by A do not start a well formed mes-

age, the MAC is invalid, or no signal is received within a prede-

ned time t N A , A aborts the protocol (or restarts it with a fresh

once). 

The MTI protocol works under the assumption of presence

wareness, that is, A will accept that the message from B has its

emporal integrity preserved, only if it knows that during the pro-

ocol execution A was in B ’s power range. This condition can be

alidated right before the MTI protocol is run, e. g., by having A

nd B run a distance bounding protocol. The presence awareness

oes not rely on an exact location estimate of the communication
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(a) MTI protocol (b) Detection scheme

Fig. 2. (a) The message temporal integrity Protocol: A sends an encrypted nonce N A to B in order to request the transmission of a message m (together with its identity). 

When B receives N A , it sends a reply r = m ‖ MAC k (m ‖ N A ‖ B ) . Immediately after sending the request, A starts to listen for any message fragment r ′ on the channel. A will 

know that the temporal integrity of m is preserved if r ′ = r. (b) After sending the request, A monitors the channel for the reply r ′ . The first pulse detected (energy above 

threshold) on the channel will start the decoding process. If this decoding process results in a valid r ′ = r, A successfully verified m ’s temporal integrity. 
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artner, if is reliably known that the partner is in communication

ange. 

We use both encryption and a MAC in the protocol to ensure

wo requirements (i) B will not start the transmission of the reply

essage before A is in waiting state, and (ii) the authenticity and

ata integrity of the reply message m must be protected. 

.4. Modulation scheme 

The temporal integrity of the message m can only be verified if

ttempts to delete it can be detected by the receiver A . To achieve

his, we use an energy based non-coherent modulation/detection

cheme. 

The modulation scheme resembles traditional on-off keying 

ith very short pulses (e. g., 2 ns long Ultra-Wideband (UWB)

ulses used by devices like [29,38] ). A message using such a mod-

lation scheme will consist of a preamble and the data part, a se-

uence of pulses with a fixed pulse rate. A binary sequence is sent

n the following way: For every One, a pulse is sent, and for every

ero no pulse is sent. To detect a message, the receiver first detects

he presence of individual pulses in the target frequency band. This

etection can be achieved through suitable (non-coherent) hard-

are components, e.g. energy detectors [27] . Effectively, the energy

etection works by continuous integration of the channel’s energy

n the communication frequency band, over a time window with

ength equal to the pulse length. The non-coherent receiver does

o need to be exactly phase-synchronized. 

If the total energy in this integration window is above a certain

hreshold, the signal is decoded as one, otherwise as zero. In our

roposed transceiver, the detection threshold depends only on the

xpected signal strength of the pulses used to communicate and

ot on the noise level on the channel. 

The on-off keying modulation scheme for the preamble makes

t impossible for the attacker to erase the preamble from the chan-

el given our attacker model, as the attacker is not able to reliably

emove energy from the channel [39] . Failed signal attenuation at-

acks even add additional energy to the channel, which makes the

orrupted messages easier to detect. 

Non-coherent modulation schemes are being used in existing

WB ranging devices [29,38] , which also provide the nanosec-

nd precision required. Therefore, the required modulation scheme

oes not require fundamental changes to radio hardware. Other

odulation schemes could also be suited to prevent message dele-

ion (further discussion can be found in [39] ). 
. MTI protocol security analysis 

We now discuss attacks on the MTI protocol. In general, attacks

ould violate the temporal integrity of r by advancing or delaying

he reply r = m ‖ MAC k ( m ‖ N A ‖ B ) sent by B . In order to achieve this,

he attacker M will have to either (i) send a copy of r earlier than

he original message, or (ii) prevent A from receiving the original

essage. Message advancement requires the attacker to send r ear-

ier than B , and the attacker must delete the original message. A

elay attack requires the attacker to delete the original message

nd to resend it at a later time. We now discuss those attacks

n detail, and show that with the given modulation scheme and

essage format, both early transmission of r and message dele-

ion are impossible for the attacker. The protocol does not protect

ll aspects of physical-layer integrity, e.g., the attacker would still

e able to change to angle-of-arrival, or change the signal’s spec-

rum. As this work focuses on the physical-layer aspects of the ex-

hanged messages, we consider a detailed formal analysis of the

xchanged message structure to be out of scope. 

.1. Resistance to early message transmission 

In a message advancement attack, the attacker M would send

 = m ‖ MAC k ( m ‖ N A ‖ B ) earlier than B to make A record an incorrect

ime of reception t ′ r (see Fig. 1 (b)). Given our proposed message

tructure, the attacker must be able to create valid MAC signatures

f the message to create r . As the reply r also contains a fresh

once N A , the attacker cannot reuse previously sent replies by B .

herefore, the attacker can only send a valid r early with a negligi-

le chance (depending on the length of the MAC). As all commu-

ication is wireless, the propagation speed cannot be increased by

he attacker, defeating wormhole attacks such as [40] . 

.2. Resistance to message deletion 

Delay attacks would be possible if the attacker could prevent

 from receiving the original message. We now discuss techniques

or message deletion in a wireless setting and how our receiver de-

ign detects them. 

.2.1. Overshadowing: 

A well known attack to prevent a receiver from receiving a

essage on the channel is to send a second, stronger signal. This

tronger signal will add to the legitimate signal from the original

ender and overshadow it (upper plot in Fig. 3 (a)). The content
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Fig. 3. (a) Overshadowing of two sine waves: In the upper figure, the original signal is overshadowed by the attacker’s 4 times stronger signal, making the receiver see only 

the added signal. The lower figure shows an example of destructive interference: the original signal is superposed by an echo signal, shifted by π radians and 85% of its 

amplitude. The resulting signal is attenuated to 15% of the original signal at the receiver. (b) Time-critical messages are protected using energy-based on-off keying. This 

prevents the message from undetectable deletion and overshadowing. 
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of the added signal can range from random noise in the target

band (i. e., AWGN jamming) to fully modulated and coded mes-

sages. Due to our modulation scheme, attempts by the attacker

to overshadow the message will only add more energy to the

channel, and lead to (possibly modified) reception of the message

( Fig. 3 (b)). Typical radio hardware will drop malformed messages

and ignore messages which are not intended for that recipient,

higher level protocols will therefore not be able to detect this at-

tack but will decode the message contained in the stronger signal.

In contrast, our receiver design relies on the detection and report-

ing of any such malformed or misdirected messages. If any of these

is received while waiting for r ′ , A will assume that r ’s temporal in-

tegrity was violated. 

6.2.2. Signal attenuation 

Attenuation attacks have been demonstrated as less intrusive

attack variants for wireless signals [39] . In such an attack, the at-

tacker sends a carefully selected signal to prevent the reception

of the original message based on destructive signal interference.

Unintentional destructive interference is a well-known problem in

communications and it sometimes occurs in multipath environ-

ments [41] : objects in the environment of the sender and receiver

reflect radio waves, which in effect add as correlated noise to the

received signal. Due to the increased propagation path, a phase

shift of the original signal occurs. In some cases, this will lead to a

serious signal degradation at the receiver, e. g. if the carrier phase

shift is around 180 degrees, the reflected signal will superimpose

the original signal and significantly attenuate the strength of the

original signal (lower plot in Fig. 3 (a)). 

As discussed in [39] , the attacker has to know the message con-

tent (i.e. r ) in advance in order to generate the counter-signals, or

he has to relay the incoming signals with the correct phase offset

(a π−shift attack). To find possible attacker placements for π-shift

attacks, we can compute the maximal possible delay to achieve the

target attenuation. Assuming that the attacker wants to attenuate

the signal by at least 75% (6dB), he has at most one quarter of

the symbol’s duration to demodulate the incoming signal and start

his own transmission (if located on the line connecting A and B ).

For higher attenuation than 6dB, the attacker has even less time to

send the signal. 

Thus, any physical attacker has strict upper limits on the pro-

cessing delay of B ’s signals: δmax = 

d p 
2 . This processing delay also

includes the additional time of flight of the signals should the at-

tacker not be located co-linear with A and B . Therefore, the follow-
ng inequality must always hold: 

d B M 

+ d M A 

v 
+ δ ≤ d BA 

v 
+ δmax 

n this inequality, v is the signal propagation speed, d BA ( d bM 

) is

he distance between B and A ( B and attacker , respectively), and δ
s the attacker’s processing time. 

Even if we assume an ideal attacker with δ = 0 , the attacker is

till restricted to an area very close to the signal path. For example,

f d p = 2 ns (as it is common for UWB symbols), then the following

as to be true for the repeating attacker’s position: 

 A M 

+ d M B ≤ d AB + 15 cm 

This follows from δmax v = 

d p v 
4 = 15 cm. 

In addition, the exact position of A, B , and M influence the ex-

ct timing and therefore phase of the involved signals. If any of

he positions differs by a few centimeters for common UWB car-

ier frequencies (e. g. 3 GHz), the annihilating signal will instead

einforce the original signal. 

.3. Summary on MTI protocol security 

We conclude from our analysis that, in a wireless neighborhood

etting, the modulation scheme presented in Section 5.4 allows A

o detect both high power overshadowing and annihilation attacks.

he high power overshadowing attacks will result in a decoding er-

or at the receiver because the attacker can only corrupt existing

essages (as even high energy noise will be interpreted as se-

uence of ones), due to the proposed modulation scheme. Anni-

ilation attacks which aim on the on-the-fly deletion of signals on

he channel are defeated by using very short symbols (e. g. d p = 2

s [27,29,38] ). Based on work such as [39] , we argue that it is in-

easible for even a strong attacker to deterministically cancel such

ulses, given that their data content and the channel is sufficiently

andom, because the attacker is not able to generate and trans-

it appropriate counter-signals in time. Therefore, A will always

e able to see at least fragments of the original preamble, which

ill cause A to abort the MTI protocol run. 

As for the advancement attack, the attacker has to guess the

andom content of the message to send an earlier version, which

s prevented by having a long enough MAC and nonce. 
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. Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced the property of physical-layer

essage integrity , together with the more specialized notion of

essage temporal message integrity . Both message properties are

reserved if the message is not manipulated by the attacker (e.g.

either advanced nor delayed) in transmission over the commu-

ication channel. We further proposed and analyzed the message

emporal integrity (MTI) Protocol that allows to verify the temporal

ntegrity of messages transmitted over a wireless communication

hannel. The MTI protocol leverages messages using energy-based

odulation, which is inherently hard to remove from the channel

or the attacker. In future work, we plan to demonstrated the pro-

osed MTI protocol in a prototype implementation. In addition, we

ope to find similar solutions for different aspects of the physical

ayer message integrity, such as angle-of-arrival. 
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